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The STAR Collaboration reports on the photoproduction of π + π − pairs in gold-gold collisions at a center-ofmass energy of 200 GeV/nucleon-pair. These pion pairs are produced when a nearly real photon emitted by one
ion scatters from the other ion.
We fit the π + π − invariant-mass spectrum with a combination of ρ 0 and ω resonances and a direct π + π −
continuum. This is the first observation of the ω in ultraperipheral collisions, and the first measurement of ρ-ω
interference at energies where photoproduction is dominated by Pomeron exchange. The ω amplitude is consistent
with the measured γp → ωp cross section, a classical Glauber calculation, and the ω → π + π − branching ratio.
The ω phase angle is similar to that observed at much lower energies, showing that the ρ-ω phase difference does
not depend significantly on photon energy.
The ρ 0 differential cross section dσ/dt exhibits a clear diffraction pattern, compatible with scattering from a
gold nucleus, with two minima visible. The positions of the diffractive minima agree better with the predictions
of a quantum Glauber calculation that does not include nuclear shadowing than with a calculation that does
include shadowing.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.96.054904
054904-2
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relativistic heavy ions are accompanied by high photon
fluxes due to their large electric charge and the strongly
Lorentz-contracted electric fields. In relativistic heavy ion
collisions, these fields can produce photonuclear interactions.
When the nuclei collide and interact hadronically, strong
interactions obscure these electromagnetic interactions. However, at impact parameters large enough so that no hadronic
interactions occur, the photonuclear interactions can be seen;
these are ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs). The photon flux
is well described within the Weizsäcker–Williams formalism
[1,2]. Since they come from nuclei, these photons are nearly
real, with virtuality set by the nuclear radius RA . For gold,
Q2  ∼ (h̄/RA )2 ∼ 10−3 GeV/c2 .
Vector-meson photoproduction may be modeled by the
photon fluctuating to a quark-antiquark pair which then scatters
from the target nucleus, emerging as a real vector meson. A
more detailed model treats the photon as a combination of
Fock states: a bare photon with virtual qq pairs, plus higher
virtual states. This model described the photoproduction measurements performed at the Hadron-Electron Ring Accelerator
(HERA) at DESY [3] and is also applicable in the UPC
environment. The cross-section for UPC photoproduction can
be found by convoluting the photon flux (with the constraint
that there be no hadronic interactions) with the photon-nucleon
cross section. For nuclear targets, one needs to account for the
possibility of multiple dipole-target interactions, usually via a
Glauber calculation.
The first calculation of UPC photoproduction cross sections
used HERA data on γp → ρ 0 p as input to a classical Glauber
calculation to predict the cross section with heavy ion targets
[4]. It correctly predicted the ρ 0 photoproduction cross section
at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), at energies of
62 GeV/nucleon-pair [5], 130 [6] and 200 GeV/nucleon-pair
[7], and up to 2.76 TeV/nucleon-pair at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [8]. A later calculation treated the qq pair
as a dipole in a quantum Glauber calculation, which found a
cross section about 50% higher, in tension with the data [9]. In
a modified quantum Glauber calculation, nuclear shadowing
reduces the calculated ρ 0 cross section [10], in agreement with
the data. Other calculations include nuclear saturation mechanisms, including the color glass condensate [11,12]. Twophoton production of π + π − pairs also occurs, but the cross
section is much smaller than for photonuclear interactions
[13].
For photoproduction of ρ 0 mesons in gold-gold collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 200 GeV/nucleon-pair
at RHIC, the ρ 0 rapidity range |y| < 0.7 corresponds to
photon-nucleon center-of-mass energies from 9 to 18 GeV,
depending on the rapidity and final-state transverse momentum. In this region, the ρ 0 photoproduction cross section
increases slowly with collision energy and the γp → ρ 0 p
cross section is well described by the soft-Pomeron model
[14]; the γ A cross section is almost independent of energy
[4].
Because of the high photon flux, these UPC events have
a high probability to be accompanied by additional photon
exchanges that excite one or both of the ions into giant dipole

resonances (GDRs) or higher excitations. The GDRs typically
decay by emitting a single neutron, while higher resonances
usually decay by emitting two or more neutrons [15]. These
neutrons have low momentum with respect to their parent
ion, so largely retain the beam rapidity. For heavy nuclei, the
cross section for multiphoton interactions nearly factorizes
[16], with the combined cross section given by an integral
over impact parameter space:

∗ ∗ 0
σ (A1 A2 → A1 A2 ρ ) = d 2 b[1 − PHad (b)]P1 (b,A∗ )
× P2 (b,A∗ )P (b,ρ 0 ),
∗

∗

(1)
0

where PHad (b), P1 (b,A ), P2 (b,A ), and P (b,ρ ) are the
respective probabilities for having a hadronic interaction,
exciting each of the ions and producing a ρ 0 . Each photonmediated reaction occurs via independent photon exchange, so
all four probabilities are tied together only through a common
impact parameter [17]. The photonuclear cross sections are
based on a parametrization of data [18]. Because the cross
sections are large, we must account for the possibility of
multiple photons exciting a single nucleus. This is included
in our simulations via a unitarization process, as discussed
in Refs. [17,18]. Experimentally, requiring mutual Coulomb
excitation along with dipion production leads to a trigger with
a higher purity, allowing more events to be collected than for
the dipion state by itself.
This paper reports on the measurement of exclusive ρ 0 and
ω meson and direct π + π − photoproduction in UPCs between
gold ions using the Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) detector at a center-of-mass energy of 200 GeV/nucleon-pair. The
current data sample is about 100 times larger than in previous
RHIC measurements [7], allowing for much-higher-precision
studies and two main new results. First, the π π invariant-mass
distribution cannot be fit with just ρ 0 and direct π + π −
components; an additional contribution from photoproduction
of ω, with ω → π + π − is required for an acceptable fit. The
second result is the observation of a diffraction pattern, clearly
showing the first and second minima, with a possible third. This
diffraction pattern can be used to determine the distribution of
the hadronic interactions in gold nuclei.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANALYSIS

This analysis uses an integrated luminosity of 1100 ±
100 μb−1 of data collected in 2010. Four types of STAR
subsystems were used for triggering and event reconstruction
in the analysis: the time projection chamber (TPC), time-offlight system (TOF), beam beam counters (BBCs), and east
and west zero degree calorimeters (ZDCs).
The STAR TPC [19] efficiently detects charged tracks
from midrapidity to pseudorapidities beyond |η| = 1.0, using
45 layers of pad rows in a 2-m-long cylinder. In the 0.5 T
solenoidal magnetic field, the momentum resolution is
p/p = 0.005 + 0.004p where p is in GeV/c [19]. The TPC
can also identify charged particles by their specific ionization
energy loss (dE/dx) in the TPC gas. The dE/dx resolution is
8% for a track that crosses 40 pad rows. This gives good pion
separation up to a momentum comparable to the kaon mass.
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FIG. 1. The unlike-sign (black-filled squares) pion-pair transverse momentum distribution. The peak below 100 MeV/c is from
coherently produced π + π − pairs. The red open squares show the pair
momentum for same-sign pion pairs. Both histograms show pairs that
come from vertices with only two tracks.

Scaled counts

simulation of the detector and then embedded in “zero-bias”
STAR events, data from randomly selected beam crossings.
This embedding procedure accurately accounts for the detector
noise and backgrounds, including overlapping events recorded
in the STAR TPC during its sizable active time windows. As
Fig. 2 shows, the agreement between the Monte Carlo and
data is very good. The agreement in pair mass and rapidity and
other kinematic distributions (not shown) gives us confidence
that the Monte Carlo will correctly predict the experimental
acceptance.

5
STARlight embedded

4

Data

3
2
1
0
0

Scaled counts

The TOF surrounds the TPC, covering the pseudorapidity
region |η| < 1 [20]. In this analysis, the TOF was used to
reject tracks that are out of time with the beam crossing.
The other detector components were used solely for
triggering. Charged particles with pseudorapidity 2 < |η| < 5
are detected by using the two BBCs, one on each side of the
nominal interaction point. Each is formed with 18 scintillator
tiles arranged around the beam pipe [21]. The ZDCs are small
hadron calorimeters installed downstream of the collision
region to detect neutrons at or near beam rapidity [22].
The trigger [23] selected 38 million events with low
multiplicity in the central detector, along with one to roughly
four neutrons in each ZDC, along the lines described in
Ref. [7]. It required low activity in the TOF detector (at least
two and no more than six hits), no charged particles detected in
the BBC detectors, and, finally, showers in both ZDC detectors.
The ZDC signals were required to be between 50 and 1200
analog to digital converter (ADC) counts, corresponding to
an energy deposition between 1/4 and about 4 beam-energy
neutrons. The one-neutron peak was centered at 198 counts,
with a width (1σ ) of about 55 counts, making the ZDCs almost
fully efficient for single neutrons.
The analysis selected events containing a pair of oppositely
charged tracks that were consistent with originating from
a single vertex, located within 50 cm longitudinally of the
nominal interaction point. The tracks were required to have at
least 14 hits in the TPC (out of a possible 45), to have dE/dx
values within 3σ of the expected dE/dx for a pion, and to have
a valid hit in the TOF system to reject tracks from other beam
crossings. This requirement also limited the track acceptance
to the region |η| < 1.0. The 384 000 events with a π + π − pair
invariant mass in the range 0.25 < Mππ < 1.5 GeV/c2 and
|y| < 1 were saved for further evaluation.
The largest backgrounds for this analysis are lowmultiplicity hadronic interactions (peripheral ion-ion collisions). Other backgrounds come from other UPC reactions or
from cosmic rays accompanied by in-time mutual Coulomb
excitation. Pure electromagnetic production of e+ e− pairs
contribute less than 4% to the ρ 0 peak [6]. The decay
ω → π + π − π 0 produces a π + π − pair with a larger pT than for
coherent photoproduction, and a pair invariant mass that is usually below 600 MeV. It was a 2.7% background in a previous
analysis [7] and, due to a higher cut on the pair invariant mass,
should be smaller here. We neglect these minor backgrounds
which are well within the overall systematic errors.
The hadronic background is estimated from the like-sign
pion pairs. Figure 1 compares the transverse momentum (pT )
distribution of the π + π − pairs (black histogram) with the
corresponding distribution for like-sign pairs (red histogram)
in two-track vertices. The signal has a prominent peak at pT <
100 MeV/c, from coherent photoproduction of pion pairs on
the gold nucleus.
The reconstructed events are corrected for acceptance and
detection efficiency by using a detailed simulation of the
STAR detector. A mix of ρ 0 mesons and nonresonant π + π −
events are generated by using the STARlight Monte Carlo
[4,24] which reproduces the kinematics of the processes,
including the dipion mass and rapidity distributions. The
generated events are passed through a complete GEANT [25]
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FIG. 2. Plots comparing data and the simulations used for
efficiency determination, after all cuts. Comparison of uncorrected
data (blue points) with embedded simulated ρ 0 and direct π + π −
events (yellow histogram). The simulated UPCs were run through a
GEANT simulation of the detector, embedded in randomly triggered
(zero-bias) events, and subject to the same reconstruction programs
as the data.
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FIG. 3. The shower energy in the west ZDC from neutrons
produced by mutual dissociation is shown as a distribution of ADC
channels. These events have a single neutron detected on the east
ZDC. The peaks corresponding to one to four neutrons are fit with
Gaussian distributions with standard deviations that grow as nσ ,
where n is the number of neutrons and σ is the standard deviation of
the one-neutron Gaussian. The red curve is the sum of all Gaussians
which are also displayed individually.

The event reconstruction efficiency depends only weakly
on the pair mass and pair pT , but depends fairly strongly
on rapidity. The rapidity dependence has a bell shape with
a maximum of 13% efficiency at y ≈ 0.1. It is slightly
asymmetric because of inefficiencies in one of the TPC east
(rapidity <0) sectors. One uncertainty in the reconstruction
efficiency stems from uncertainties in the actual (“as-built”)
positions of the TOF slats, which may not be completely
accurately reflected in the simulations. While this uncertainty
may affect the measured dσ/dy, particularly at large rapidity,
it does not significantly affect the pair pT or mass acceptance
uncertainties.
This analysis considers two classes of nuclear breakup:
single neutrons (1n), associated with giant dipole resonances,
or more than one neutron (Xn), from a broad range of photonuclear interactions including, as previously noted, multiphoton
interactions. Figure 3 shows the ADC distribution from the
west ZDC for events that satisfy a cut which selects events
with a single neutron in the east ZDC and a photoproduced
ρ 0 with |y| < 1 and pT < 100 MeV/c. Table I shows the
TABLE I. Mutual dissociation cross sections for events with
exclusive coherent ρ 0 photoproduction within |y| < 1, broken down
by the number of neutrons in the east (rows) and west (columns)
ZDCs.
East ZDC

1n
2n
3n

West ZDC
1n

2n

3n

1.38 ± 0.24 mb
0.57 ± 0.11 mb
0.40 ± 0.07 mb

0.57 ± 0.11 mb
0.23 ± 0.04 mb
0.19 ± 0.03 mb

0.39 ± 0.07 mb
0.18 ± 0.03 mb
0.15 ± 0.03 mb

cross sections for coherent ρ 0 photoproduction accompanied
by different numbers of neutrons. There is some nonlinearity
in the system. The cross sections are determined by applying a
window to one ZDC spectrum and fitting the neutron spectrum
in the other, and then reversing the procedure. The fits included
events with one, two, three, or four neutrons in each ZDC.
The one- and two-neutron peaks are very clear, but the higher
peaks are less obvious. The two results are averaged, and
the difference is used as an estimate of the systematic error.
Statistical errors are <1% and are not listed. Systematic errors
arising from the event-selection cuts were added in quadrature
to the quadrature sum of the relevant common uncertainties
listed in Table IV (17%).
The limited ZDC window led to a relatively high yield
of photoproduced ρ 0 per trigger, but the cost was that it did
not cover the full neutron number spectrum. So, we used the
1n1n events to normalize the XnXn cross section, based on
the STARlight [24] calculation of the cross-section ratio. We
find the ratio of triggered events to those with single neutrons
in each ZDC, using the fit results in Table I, and use the
STARlight ratio of XnXn to 1n1n events to normalize the
overall cross-section scale.
The cross sections in Table I decrease slowly with increasing total neutron number. The summed cross section for
2n1n + 1n2n (i.e., the two combinations with one neutron in
one direction) is 83% of the 1n1n cross section. This fraction
is larger than is seen for mutual Coulomb dissociation, where
one calculation has the (2n1n + 1n2n) : 1n1n ratio around
0.6 [26] and another finds a ratio around 0.4, albeit at a
slightly lower beam energy [27]. Some of this difference
is because requiring ρ 0 photoproduction selects events with
smaller impact parameters, where the photon spectrum is
harder [16].
III. THE π + π − MASS SPECTRUM

Figure 4 shows the efficiency-corrected, like-sign-pair
(background) subtracted invariant mass of the pion pairs with
pT < 100 MeV/c. Events with Mππ > 600 MeV/c2 were
initially fit with a modified Söding parametrization [28], with a
relativistic Breit–Wigner resonance for the ρ 0 plus a flat direct
π + π − continuum. This two-component model was a poor fit to
the data, so an additional relativistic Breit–Wigner component
was added, to account for ω photoproduction, followed by its
decay ω → π + π − . The full fit function is



Mππ Mρ ρ
dσ

∝ Aρ 2
+ Bππ
 Mππ − Mρ2 + iMρ ρ
dMπ + π −
√
2
Mππ Mω ω→ππ 
+ Cω eiφω 2
+ fp , (2)
Mππ − Mω2 + iMω ω 
where Aρ is the ρ amplitude, Bππ is the amplitude for the
direct pions, Cω is the amplitude for the ω, and fp is a linear
polynomial that accounts for the remaining background. The
momentum-dependent widths in Eqs. (3) and (4) below are
motivated by the forms proposed in Ref. [29], where 0 is the
pole width for each meson. Several variations of the dipionmass dependence on the ω width were tried, but none differed
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TABLE II. The results of fitting Eq. (2) to the data. The parameters
p0 and p1 are for the polynomial background.

25
Full fit

20

ρ Breit-Wiegner

Fit parameter

ρ interference π π
ω Breit-Wigner

15

Mρ

ω interference ρ

ρ

Non-resonant π π

10

Aρ
Bπ π
Cω
Mω

Remnant background

5

ω

0
−5
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

significantly from a constant, reflecting the fact that the ω
width is small, and the width does not change significantly in
that mass range. The momentum-dependent widths are taken
to be

3/2
2
Mρ Mππ
− 4m2π
,
(3)
ρ = 0
Mππ Mρ2 − 4m2π
and
ω

Units

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

GeV/c2
GeV/c2

0.7762
0.156
1.538
−1.21
0.55
0.7824
0.017
1.46
0.99
−0.86

0.0006
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.04
0.0008
0.002
0.11
0.07
0.06

(GeV/c2 )−1/2
GeV/c2
GeV/c2
Radians
(GeV/c2 )−1
(GeV/c2 )−2

pion pair invariant mass [GeV/c2]

FIG. 4. The π + π − invariant-mass distribution for all selected
π π candidates with pT < 100 MeV/c. The black markers show
the data (in 2.5 MeV/c2 bins). The magenta curve is the modified
Söding fit to the data in the range 0.6 < Mπ π < 1.3 GeV/c2 . Also
shown are the ρ 0 Breit–Wigner component of the fit (brown curve),
constant nonresonant pion-pair component (brown-dashed curve),
interference between nonresonant pion pairs and the ρ 0 (blue-dashed
curve), Breit–Wigner distribution for the ω mesons (blue solid curve),
interference between ρ 0 and ω (red-dashed curve), and a small
contribution from the remnant background, fit by a linear polynomial
(cyan-dashed curve).

=

φω
fp p 0
fp p 1

Value

Mω
0
Mππ



2
Mππ
− 9m2π
2
Mω − 9m2π

n
,

(4)

where 0 is the pole width for each meson. For the ω, the
9m2π term reflects the fact that the ω decay is dominated by the
three-pion channel, n = 3/2 for a quasi-two-body decay [29]
and n = 4 for a free-space three-body decay [30,31]. We have
tested as constant, and the n = 3/2 and n = 4 boundary
cases. All three fits result in negligible difference due to the
narrow width of ω decay, and we choose a default with
n = 3/2 for all the fits shown in the figures and extracted
values. The branching ratio for ω → π + π − is small, so we
use
 2
3/2
Mω Mππ
− 4m2π
)
=
Br(ω
→
π
π
, (5)
ω→ππ
0
Mππ Mω2 − 4m2π
with Br(ω → π π ) = 0.0153+0.0011
−0.0013 [32].
In Eq. (2), fp is a linear function that describes the
remaining remnant background. The masses and widths of the
ρ 0 and ω were allowed to float, giving a total of ten parameters:
two masses, two widths, three amplitudes, the phase of the ω
meson, and two parameters for the background.

Figure 4 shows the data and fit result, with several fit
components, while Table II shows the fit results. The ρ 0
and ω masses and the ρ 0 width are in good agreement with
their Particle Data Group values [32]. The ω is considerably
wider than the standard value, because it is broadened by the
detector resolution, which is comparable to the ω width. The
fit χ 2 /DOF = 255/270 shows that the data and model are
consistent in the fit region.
The ratio of direct π + π − to ρ 0 amplitudes, |B/A| =
0.79 ± 0.01 (stat.) ± 0.08 (syst.)
(GeV/c2 )−1/2 ,
agrees
within the 1σ uncertainty with the value reported in
the previous STAR publication [7]: 0.89 ± 0.08 (stat.) ±
0.09 (syst.) (GeV/c2 )−1/2 . At 2.76 TeV/nucleon-pair, the
ALICE collaboration measured a smaller ratio, |B/A| =
2 −1/2
0.50 ± 0.04 (stat.)+0.10
[8].
−0.04 (syst.) (GeV/c )
0
The measured ratio of ω to ρ amplitude was C/A =
0.36 ± 0.03 (stat.) ± 0.04 (syst.). The ω amplitude is small,
but is clearly visible through its interference with the ρ 0 which
produces a small kink in the spectrum near 800 MeV/c2 . The
ω amplitude agrees with a prediction from STARlight [24],
C/A = 0.32, which uses the γp → ωp cross section and a
classical Glauber calculation.
The only previous measurement of ρ 0 -ω interference in
the π + π − channel was made by a DESY-MIT group, using
5–7 GeV photon beams [29]. That fit used a similar but
not identical fit function. Neglecting some differences in the
treatment of the ω width, that result was, in our terminology, |C/A|= 0.36 ± 0.04. √
In the terminology of Ref. [29]
|C/A| = ζ Mρ ρ /Mω ω / Br(ω → π π ), where ζ is their
ω amplitude.
Our fit finds a nonzero ω phase angle, φω = 1.46 ±
0.11 (stat.) ± 0.07 (syst.). The systematic error was estimated
from fits using slightly different fit functions. This phase angle
result is a bit lower than, but consistent within experimental
uncertainties with the DESY-MIT measurement of 1.68 ±
0.26. The DESY-MIT experiment used much lower energy
photons, in a regime where ω production proceeds via both
meson and Pomeron exchange. This shows that the ρ and ω
phases are either relatively constant, or change in tandem over
a fairly wide range of photon energy. Other experiments have
studied ρ 0 -ω interference using photoproduction to the e+ e−
final state (where the ω is more visible but the branching ratios
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TABLE III. Photon energy (laboratory frame) and γ N center-ofmass energy for different rapidities. There are two rows per rapidity:
one for the higher energy photon solution, and one for the lower one.
Rapidity

0
0.15
0.4

γ N center-of-mass energy
(GeV)

380
327
441
255
488
202
713

12.4
11.5
13.4
10.2
14.1
9.1
17.0

1
0.8
0.6

STAR
STAR (2008)

0.2
0

are much smaller), or via the reaction e+ e− → π + π − , and
found similar phase angles [33,34].
An alternate fit was performed, where Bππ was mul2
tiplied by a mass-dependent term, (Mρ /Mππ )2 [(Mππ
/4 −
m2π )/(Mρ2 /4 − m2π )]3/4 [35] to account for the possibility that
the continuum π π pairs do not completely interfere with the
ρ 0 or ω. This fit produced similar results, with a comparable
χ 2 /DOF.
To study the photon energy dependence of the amplitude
ratios, we performed the fit in five bins of rapidity: y < −0.35,
−0.35 < y < −0.15, −0.15 < y < 0.15, 0.15 < y < 0.35,
and y > 0.35. These bins were chosen so that each of the three
|y| ranges included about 100 000 pion pairs. The amplitudes
should be symmetric around y = 0; pairing by |y| provides
a check on rapidity-dependent systematic errors. To ensure
the fits were stable, the values of Mω and ω were fixed to the
values extracted from the fit to the rapidity-integrated pion-pair
mass distribution.
In the laboratory frame, at low pT , the rapidity is related to
photon energy k by
k = Mππ /2 exp (±y).

1.2

0.4

|C/A|

0.63

Photon energy
(laboratory frame)
(MeV)

|B/A| [GeV/c)-1/2]

COHERENT DIFFRACTIVE PHOTOPRODUCTION OF . . .

(6)

The ± sign reflects the twofold ambiguity as to which nucleus
emitted the photon. Table III gives the laboratory-frame photon
energies and the γ N center-of-mass energies for the two
solutions to Eq. (6) for the centers of the rapidity bins when
Mππ = Mρ . The photon flux drops rapidly with increasing
energy, so away from y = 0, the cross section is dominated by
the lower photon energy; the relative fractions scale roughly
as the ratio of the laboratory-frame photon energies.
Figure 5 shows the direct π + π − to ρ 0 (|B/A|) and ω to ρ 0
(C/A) ratios in the five rapidity bins. Both |B/A| and C/A
are unchanged as rapidity varies, showing that these ratios do
not have a large dependence on the photon energy. Also shown
are the STARlight predictions and, for C/A, the DESY-MIT
result. The DESY-MIT result is at a much lower beam energy,
which would correspond to an effective rapidity of −2.5 with
the lower photon energy solution of Eq. (6).
To determine the ρ 0 cross section as a function of rapidity,
we integrate the ρ 0 Breit–Wigner function over the mass range
from 2Mπ to Mρ + 5 ρ .

− 0.6

−0.4

− 0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

π+π- rapidity

0.8
STAR
DESY-MIT
STARlight

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

− 0.6

−0.4

− 0.2

0

0.2

π+π- rapidity

FIG. 5. (top) The ratio |B/A| of amplitudes of nonresonant π + π −
and ρ 0 mesons. The black points (with shaded blue systematic error
band) are from the current analysis, while the previous STAR results
are shown with open blue squares. The red line shows the rapidityaveraged result. In the bottom panel, the black points show the ratio
|C/A| of the ω-to-ρ 0 amplitude. The red band shows the systematic
errors, while the horizontal blue line shows the STARlight prediction
with the most recent branching ratio for ω → π + π − decay [32].
The green dashed band shows the DESY-MIT result for |C/A| [29].
Their result was at much lower photon energies, equivalent to a large
effective rapidity. For the lower energy photon solution of the twofold
ambiguity, the effective rapidity is about −2.5.

Figure 6 shows the acceptance-corrected dσ/dy for ρ 0 .
The asymmetry between positive and negative rapidity gives
a measure of the rapidity-dependent systematic uncertainties
in the cross section. This is likely due to asymmetries in
the as-built longitudinal position of the TOF counters. The
magnitude of this uncertainty grows slowly with increasing
rapidity, reaching 4% at y = 0.7. Since the actual lengths of
the TOF slats are known, this uncertainty does not apply to
rapidity-integrated measurements.
The systematic uncertainties in these measurements fall
into two classes, either an overall scale for the cross section,
or uncertainties that vary point to point. The former is usually
dominant.
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 10%. As
with previous measurements [7], this uncertainty is mainly
driven by the fraction of the total Au + Au cross section
accessible with the trigger used to collect this data. The
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8
6

STARlight XnXn
STAR 2008

4

data XnXn

2

dσ(1n1n) [mb]
dy

0
1.2
1
0.8
0.6

STARlight 1n1n

0.4

data 1n1n

0.2
0

−1

− 0.5

0

0.5

1

ρ0 rapidity

FIG. 6. dσ/dy for exclusively photoproduced ρ 0 mesons in (top)
XnXn events and (bottom) 1n1n events. The data are shown with red
markers. The statistical errors are smaller than the symbols, the orange
band shows the quadrature sum of the point-to-point systematic
uncertainties. The red boxes at y ≈ −0.9 show the quadrature sum of
the common systematic uncertainties. The black histograms are the
STARlight calculation for ρ 0 mesons with mutual dissociation. The
blue markers in the top panel show the previous STAR measurement
[7].

selection of the number of neutrons produced in mutual
electromagnetic dissociation depends on the response of the
ZDC calorimeters. We allocate a 5% uncertainty to this neutron
counting due to small nonlinearities in the calorimeters and
overlaps between one and many neutron distributions. We
assign a 7% uncertainty due to modeling of the TOF system in
the simulation, based on studies of the TOF response in more
central collisions. The uncertainty in the track reconstruction
efficiency for the STAR TPC is 3% per track [19] (6% for
two tracks), while the efficiency of the vertex finder is known
within a 5% uncertainty, driven by the effect of backgrounds.
The uncertainty in how often the BBC detectors will veto good
UPC events is due to fluctuating backgrounds. Even with use of
embedding techniques, we estimate that these veto conditions
introduce a 2% uncertainty to the results.
The same-sign pion-pair distributions are the best estimators for the hadronic backgrounds for these two-track events.
The background subtraction was done at the level of raw
histograms and also after a fit to the background to eliminate
statistical fluctuations. These two procedures lead to final
results that agree within 1.5%.
The scaling from the rapidity distribution extracted from
1n1n events to the previously measured XnXn distribution uses a correction extracted from the event generator
STARlight. There is a 6% XnXn cross-section uncertainty
from the uncertainty in the neutron data used as input to
STARlight. This uncertainty is squared because we detect
neutrons in both beams but applies only to the XnXn results.
Table IV summarizes these common systematic uncertainties. They are summed in quadrature to find the 18.2% overall
common uncertainty. This uncertainty is a bit higher than in
our comparable previous publication [7], largely because of
additional uncertainties associated with the pileup and the
more complex trigger that is required to deal with the higher
luminosities.
The main point-to-point systematic uncertainties in the
rapidity and pT distributions come from the track selection
and particle identification. The systematic uncertainties were
evaluated by varying the track quality cuts and PID cuts around
their central value in both the data and simulation and seeing

TABLE IV. The common systematic uncertainties present in the rapidity distribution in Fig. 6 and the −t
distributions in Figs. 7 and 8. These uncertainties are given as a percentage of the measured quantities.
Name

Value

Luminosity
ZDC
TOF geometry modeling
TPC tracking efficiency
Vertex finder efficiency
BBC veto in trigger
Efficiency determination
Conversion from π + π − pairs to ρ 0 yield
Background subtraction
STARlight model
Quadrature sum

10.0%
5.0%
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
2.0%
7.0%
2.2%
1.5%
6.0%
18.2%
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Comment
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3.0% per track [19]
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Background driven
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Rapidity

PID
cut

Fit to
eff.

Number of
track hits

TOF
asymmetry

−0.7–0.5
−0.5–0.0
0.0–0.5
0.5–0.7

8.%
5.%
5.%
8.%

0.25%
0.25%
0.25%
0.25%

0.2%
0.05%
0.05%
0.2%

5%
3.6%
3.6%
5%

XnXn
STARlight XnXn
2
Extrapolated dipole FF Q0=0.099
1n1n
dipole FF Q20=0.099

102

10

10−1

IV. MEASUREMENT OF dσ/d t

Figure 7 shows the efficiency-corrected differential cross
section dσ/dt for ρ 0 mesons within the measured range |y| <
1, after like-sign background subtraction. The Mandelstam
variable t is expressed as t = t + t⊥ with t = −Mρ2 /(γ 2 e±y )
pair
and t⊥ = −(pT )2 . Here, γ is the Lorentz boost of the ions.
At RHIC energies, t is almost negligible. The cross section
dσ/dt for ρ 0 mesons is obtained by scaling the total dipion
cross section by a factor of 0.75. This factor was extracted from
comparisons between the number of pion pairs with invariant
masses ranging from 500 MeV/c2 to 1.5 GeV/c2 and the
integral of the ρ 0 Breit–Wigner function extracted from fits
TABLE VI. Point-to-point systematic uncertainties for the −t
distribution shown in Fig. 8, as a percentage of the measured cross
section in three −t ranges. The PID and track selection uncertainties
are described in the text. The uncertainty in the incoherent component
subtraction was estimated by selecting the largest relative deviation
from the default value and cross sections extracted by changing the
value of the fit parameters by one standard deviation while the other
parameters remain at the default fit value.

0.00–0.02
0.02–0.04
0.04–0.10

103

1

how the final result varies. Table V lists the point-to-point
uncertainties in the rapidity distribution while Table VI lists
the point-to-point uncertainties for the pT distribution.
The ALICE collaboration has studied dipion photoproduction, in lead-lead collisions at the LHC [8]. They fit their
dipion mass distribution in the range from 0.6 to 1.5 GeV/c2
to a function like Eq. (2), but without the ω component, finding
masses and widths consistent with the standard values. Their
cross-section values were about 10% above the STARlight
prediction.

−t [(GeV/c)2 ]

dσ [mb/(GeV/c)2]
dt

TABLE V. Point-to-point systematic uncertainties on dσ/dy
(Fig. 6) as a percentage of the measured cross section in four
rapidity ranges. PID cut refers to uncertainty in the efficiency for
π identification via the truncated dE/dx [36]. Those cuts were
varied simultaneously in the data and simulation to determine the
uncertainty in particle identification efficiency. The fit to efficiency
is the uncertainty in the efficiency parametrization, while the number
of track hits is the minimum number of points used for fitting the
track. The TOF asymmetry is the uncertainty due to the positions of
the TOF slats.

Track sel.

Pion PID

Incoher. subtr.

0.2%
0.2%
0.2%

8%
8%
8%

0.5%
3.0%
8.5%

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

-t [(GeV/c)2]

FIG. 7. The −t distribution for exclusive ρ 0 mesons in events
with 1n1n mutual dissociation (open blue circles) and XnXn (filled
red circles). The statistical errors are smaller than the points, and the
colored bands show the total systematic uncertainties. The dipole fits
are shown by solid black lines. For XnXn, the dipole form factors are
shown extrapolated to low |t| (dotted black line line), along with the
STARlight prediction for the incoherent contribution (dashed blue
line).

in rapidity and −t bins. In all comparisons, the integrals are
performed from 2Mπ to Mρ + 5 ρ .
We separate the ρ 0 t spectrum into coherent and incoherent
components based on the shape of the distribution in Fig. 7.
Because of the ZDC requirement in the trigger, and the
presence of Coulomb excitation, we cannot use the presence of
neutrons from nuclear breakup as an event-by-event signature
of incoherence [37].
The incoherent components for the 1n1n and XnXn
distributions are fit with a dipole form factor:
A/Q20
dσ
=
,
2
dt
1 + |t|/Q20

(7)

which has been used to describe low-Q2 photon-nucleon
interactions [38]. The fit is done in the range from −t =
0.2 (GeV/c)2 (above the coherent production region) to
−t = 0.45 (GeV/c)2 . The upper limit for −t is chosen to
reduce the contamination from hadronic interactions. For
the events with mutual dissociation into any number of
neutrons (XnXn), the fit finds A = 3.46 ± 0.02 mb and Q20 =
0.099 ± 0.015 (GeV/c)2 , with χ 2 /NDF = 19/9. For events
with mutual dissociation into single neutrons (1n1n), Q20 is
fixed at 0.099 GeV/c2 . The fit finds A = 0.191 ± 0.003 mb,
with χ 2 /NDF = 15.8/10. The integrals of these fits lead to
the incoherent cross sections shown in Table VII. The coherent
component of the t distribution is then extracted by subtracting
the incoherent-component fit from the total dσ/dt.
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TABLE VII. The coherent and incoherent cross sections for ρ 0 photoproduction within |y| < 1 with XnXn
and 1n1n mutual excitation, and their ratios.
Parameter

XnXn

1n1n

σcoh.
σincoh.
σincoh. /σcoh.

6.49 ± 0.01 (stat.) ± 1.18 (syst.) mb
2.89 ± 0.02 (stat.) ± 0.54 (syst.) mb
0.445 ± 0.015 (stat.) ± 0.005 (syst.)

0.770 ± 0.004 (stat.) ± 0.140 (syst.) mb
0.162 ± 0.010 (stat.) ± 0.029 (syst.) mb
0.233 ± 0.007 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.)

2

dσ /dt [mb/(GeV/c) ]

missed the depth of the minimum. However, quantum Glauber
calculations which included nuclear shadowing predict that,
because of the emphasis on peripheral interactions, the nuclei
should be larger, so the diffractive minima are shifted to lower
|t| [41]. For ρ photoproduction with lead at LHC energies,
this calculation predicted that the first minima should be at
about 0.0165 (GeV/c)2 without the shadowing correction,
and 0.012 (GeV/c)2 with the correction. These values are
almost independent of collision energy but depend on the
nuclear radii. Scaling by the ratio of the squares of the
nuclear radii, 1.078, the predictions are about 0.0177 (GeV/c)2
without the shadowing correction, and 0.0130 (GeV/c)2 with
the shadowing. The data are in better agreement with the
prediction that does not include the shadowing correction.
The Sartre event generator run in UPC mode at RHIC
energies [42] produces a Au nucleus recoil after ρ 0 elastic
scattering with a very good agreement with the ρ 0 t distribution
presented here. That is not surprising, since it includes

dσ [mb/(GeV/c)2]
dt

If the nuclear excitation was completely independent of ρ
photoproduction, then the cross-section ratio for incoherent
to coherent production should not depend on the type of
nuclear excitation studied. It is not; the difference could
signal the breakdown of factorization, for a couple of reasons.
One possibility is that unitarity corrections play a role by
changing the impact parameter distributions for 1n1n and
XnXn interactions. When b  2RA , the cost of introducing
another low-energy photon into the reaction is small. So one
photon can excite a nucleus to a GDR, while a second photon
can further excite the nucleus, leading to Xn emission rather
than 1n [18]. The additional photon alters the impact parameter
distributions for the 1n1n and XnXn channels. The XnXn
channel will experience a slightly larger reduction at small |t|
due to interference from the two production sites. This may
slightly alter the measured slopes and coherent-to-incoherent
ratios. Alternately, at large |t|, a single photon can both produce
a ρ 0 and leave the target nucleus excited, breaking the assumed
factorization paradigm. The rate has not been calculated for ρ 0 ,
but the cross section for J /ψ photoproduction accompanied by
neutron emission is significant [39]. This calculated J /ψ cross
section is noticeably less for single neutron emission than for
multineutron emission, so ρ 0 photoproduction accompanied
by neutron emission might alter the XnXn incoherent-tocoherent cross-section ratio more than that of 1n1n. The difference between the ratios for 1n1n and XnXn collisions is somewhat larger than was found in a previous STAR analysis [7].
The dσ/dt for coherent ρ 0 photoproduction accompanied
with mutual dissociation of the nuclei into any number of
neutrons (XnXn) and only one neutron (1n1n) is shown
in Fig. 8 with red and blue markers, respectively. In both
1n1n and XnXn events, two well-defined minima can
clearly be seen. In both spectra, the first minima are at
−t = 0.018 ± 0.005 (GeV/c)2 . Second minima are visible at
0.043 ± 0.01 (GeV/c)2 . To first order, the gold nuclei appear
to be acting like black disks, with similar behavior for 1n1n
and XnXn interactions.
A similar first minimum may be visible in ALICE data for
lead-lead collisions. Figure 3 of Ref. [8] shows an apparent dip
in dN/dpT for ρ 0 photoproduction, around pT = 0.12 GeV/c
[−t = 0.014 (GeV/c)2 ]. Lead nuclei are slightly larger than
gold nuclei, so the dip should be at smaller |t|.
These minima are shallower than would be expected for
γ -A scattering, because the photon pT partly fills in the dips in
the γ -A pT spectrum. There are several theoretical predictions
for the locations and depths of these dips. A classical Glauber
calculation found the correct depths, but slightly different
locations [40]. A quantum Glauber calculation did a better
job of predicting the locations of the first minimum [10],
although that calculation did not include the photon pT , so
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FIG. 8. dσ/dt for coherent ρ 0 photoproduction in XnXn events
(filled red circles) and 1n1n events (open blue circles). The filled
bands show the sum in quadrature of all systematic uncertainties listed
in Table V and the statistical errors, which are shown as vertical lines.
The red and blue lines show an exponential fit at low t, as discussed in
the text. The inset shows, with finer binning at low pT , the effects of
the destructive interference between photoproduction with the photon
emitted by any of the two ions.
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F (b) ∝

1
2π



∞

dpT pT J0 (bpT )
0

dσ
.
dt

(8)

Figure 9 shows the result of this transform in the region
|t| < 0.06 (GeV/c)2 . Several features are visible. The tails of
F (b) are negative around |b| = 10 fm. This may be due to interference between the two nuclei, since the drop in dσ/dt for
|t| < 0.0002 (GeV/c)2 is due to what is effectively a negative
amplitude for photoproduction on the “other” nucleus [43].
We varied the maximum |t| used for the transform over the
range 0.05 to 0.09 (GeV/c)2 . This led to substantial variation
at small b, shown by the cyan region in Fig. 9. The origin
of this variation is not completely clear, but it may be related
to aliasing due to the lack of a windowing function [44], or
because of the limited statistics at large |t|. There is much
less variation at the edges of the distribution, showing that the
transform is stable in the region 4 < b < 7 fm. The full-width
half-maximum (FWHM) of the distribution is 2(6.17 ± 0.12)
fm. This FWHM is a measure of the hadronic size of the gold
nucleus. With theoretical input, it could be compared with
the electromagnetic (proton) radius of gold, as determined by
electromagnetic scattering. The difference would be a measure
of the neutron skin thickness of gold, something that is the
subject of considerable experimental interest [45,46].
There are a few effects that need to be considered in
comparing the distribution in Fig. 9 with nuclear data.
Because of the significant qq dipole size, ρ 0 production
occurs preferentially on the front side of the nucleus, and the
contribution of the central region is reduced. Since the photons
come from the fields of the other nucleus, the photon field is
not uniform across the target; it is stronger on the “near” side.

-2

0.035
0.03

0.025

F(b)/

a physics model that is similar to the quantum Glauber
calculation that does not include nuclear shadowing.
An exponential function is used to characterize the spectrum below the first peak [0.0024 < |t| < 0.0098 (GeV/c)2 ].
The measured slope is 426.4 ± 1.8 (GeV/c)−2 for the XnXn
events and 407.8 ± 3.2 (GeV/c)−2 for the 1n1n events. The
XnXn slope is very similar to the ALICE measurement of
426 ± 6 ± 15 (GeV/c)−2 [8]; there is no evidence for an increase in effective nuclear size with increasing photon energy.
At very small −t, |t| < 10−3 (GeV/c)2 , both cross sections
flatten out and turn downward, as can be seen in the insert in
Fig. 8. This is expected due to destructive interference between
ρ 0 production on the two nuclear targets [40,43].
These results are subject to the common uncertainties
from Table IV, in addition to the point-to-point uncertainties
described above and listed in Table VI. The yellow and pink
bands in Fig. 8 are the sum in quadrature of all systematic
uncertainties and statistical errors.
The shape of dσ/dt for coherent photoproduction is
determined by the position of the interaction sites within the
target. One can, in principle, determine the density distribution
of the gold nucleus via a two-dimensional Fourier transform of
dσ/dt. RHIC beam energies are high enough that, for ρ 0 photoproduction at midrapidity, the longitudinal density distribution may be neglected and the ions may be treated as discs. Nuclei are azimuthally symmetric, so the radial distribution can
be determined with a Fourier–Bessel (Hankel) transformation:

∫ F(b)bdb [fm ]

COHERENT DIFFRACTIVE PHOTOPRODUCTION OF . . .

0.02
0.015
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−10
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0

5

10

Impact parameter [fm]

FIG. 9. The target distribution in the transverse plane, the result
of a two-dimensional Fourier transform (Hankel transform) of the
XnXn and 1n1n diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 8. The integration
is limited to the region |t| < 0.06 (GeV/c)2 . The uncertainty is
estimated by changing the maximum −t to 0.05, 0.07, and 0.09
(GeV/c)2 . The cyan band shows the region encompassed by these −t
values. To highlight the similarity of both results at their falling edges,
the resulting histograms are scaled by their integrals from −12 to
12 fm. The FWHM of both transforms is 2(6.17 ± 0.12) fm,
consistent with the coherent diffraction of ρ 0 mesons off an object as
big as the Au nuclei.

Finally, the interference between production on the two targets
alters the distributions at large |b|.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

STAR has made a high-statistics study of ρ 0 , ω, and direct
π π − photoproduction in 200 GeV/nucleon-pair gold-ongold ultraperipheral collisions, using 384 000 π + π − pairs.
We fit the invariant-mass spectrum to a mixture of ρ 0 ,
ω, direct π + π − , and interference terms. The ratio of direct
π + π − to ρ 0 is similar to that in previous measurements,
while the newly measured ω contribution is comparable with
predictions based on the previously measured γp → ωp
cross section and the ω → π + π − branching ratio. The
relative fractions of ρ 0 , ω, and direct π + π − do not vary
significantly with rapidity, indicating that they all have a
similar dependence on photon energy.
We also measure the cross section dσ/dt over a wide range
and separate out coherent and incoherent components. The
coherent contribution exhibits multiple diffractive minima,
indicating that the nucleus is beginning to act like a black disk.
This measurement provides a nice lead-in to future studies
of photo- and electroproduction at an electron-ion collider
(EIC) [47], where nuclei may be probed with photons at a
wide range of Q2 [48].
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